
COLOSSUS (Piotr "Peter" Nikolaievitch Rasputin)

BACKGROUND
Piotr Rasputin was the younger brother of 
his nation's greatest hero, Mikhail, and 
served by his side as a Soviet Super 
Soldier. When Apocalypse's forces came to 
Moscow, Mikhail fought them off but was 
captured and forced to become a Horseman of 
Apocalypse.

Colossus became leader of the Super Soldiers 
and faced his brainwashed brother in combat. 
Now a Horseman of Apocalypse, Mikhail 
destroyed all of Russia's super heroes 
except his brother. The severely beaten 
Colossus chose to dedicate his life to 
stopping Apocalypse and Mikhail on that day. 
He left Russia to find the X-Men.

AFFILIATIONS DISTINCTIONS (d8 or d4 + 1 PP)
 d6 Solo Unyielding Loyalty
d10 Buddy Hardened Heart
 d8 Team Reluctant Warrior

SPECIALTIES (Expert as d8 or 2d6; Master as d10 or 2d8 or 3d6)
d10 Soviet Super Soldier (combat)

ORGANIC STEEL TRANSFORMATION
Colossus can transform his body into a form of living metal, 
which grants him superhuman physical traits.

d10 Super-Strength
d12 Super-Durability
d10 Super-Stamina

SFX: Fastball Special - On an extraordinary success, instead of 
stepping up the stress inflicted, you may pick up the target 
character and throw them at another target. You deal stress equal 
to your effect die to both targets.
Alternatively, you may pick up an ally at any time and throw them 
at a target as your attack action. The ally may spend a PP to add 
a power or specialty die to your die pool. Both the ally and your 
target take physical stress equal to your effect die.

SFX: Invulnerable - Spend one PP to ignore stress or trauma 
inflicted by a physical attack.

SFX: Sweeping Blow - When making an attack action, you may spend 
1 PP to add either 2d8 or 3d6 to the die pool instead of 1d10. If 
you add 2d8, you may keep one extra effect die. If you add 3d6, 
you may keep two additional effect die.

SFX: Take the Hit - Spend one PP to cause an attack 
to target Colossus instead of a nearby ally. The 
attack automatically succeeds.

Limit: Conscious Activation - If Colossus is 
unconscious or stressed-out, shut down Organic Steal 
Transformation. Regain Organic Steel Transformation 
when Colossus is conscious or no longer stressed 
out.

Limit: Wounded Warrior - If Colossus has any trauma, 
he cannot transform and is locked in his current 
physical state. This limit supersedes the Conscious 
Activation limit.

KATYA "KITTY" RASPUTIN (Unlockable: 15 XP)
Colossus' wife fights at his side.

 d6 Airwalking (limit: linked to Intangibility)
d10 Intangibility

SFX: Last Minute Save - Another hero may spend a plot point to 
treat KATYA as their own power set for the duration of their 
reaction roll. If they fail the reaction roll, shut down KATYA 
(take action against the doom pool to recover).

Limit: Husband & Wife - When KATYA is shut down, step up 
Colossus' emotional stress. Colossus cannot recover emotional 
stress during an action scene and he cannot use his Buddy or Team 
affiliation unless KATYA is recovered.

MILESTONES
Betrayed
 1 XP when you are alone with an agent of Apocalypse.
 3 XP when you allow an agent of Apocalypse to gain significant 
leverage for blackmail OR when you declare that you have a 
significant grudge against an ally.
10 XP when you betray an ally to either Apocalypse or his 
Horseman OR when you defy either Apocalypse or his Horseman *in 
person* rather than betray your comrades.

Sacrifice
 1 XP when suffer stress or a loss in pursuit of another 
Milestone or your team's current objective.
 3 XP when you take trauma in pursuit of another Milestone or in 
pursuit of your team's current objective.
10 XP when you die either to save the life of another or to 
achieve your team's current objective OR when you deliberately 
allow another to die in order complete another Milestone when you 
could have prevented that death.



DAZZLER (Alison Blaire)

BACKGROUND
The months leading up to Apocalypse's first strike against 
America were the happiest of young Alison Blaire's life. 
She had released her first album and had become a pop 
sensation. Unfortunately, the world would have little use 
for pop stars in the coming years.

In the initial strike, Carter Blaire bribed a woman to 
guide Alison to a safe location. However, Carter did not 
realize the woman was actually Mystique in disguise. 
Mystique intended to dump her "human cargo" in some small 
backwoods town until she discovered Alison was actually a 
mutant with the ability to transform sound into light.

Mystique delivered Alison to Magneto and she became part of 
his new team of mutants training to become X-Men. Already 
known by most of the young mutants around her, Dazzler 
developed a bit of a diva attitude. That all changed the 
day the son of Apocalypse, Nemesis, came to destroy all 
that Magneto had built.

While Magneto and the rest of the X-Men were off on a 
mission, the Scarlet Witch gave her life to prevent Nemesis 
from harming any of the younger mutants in her care. 
Witnessing the sacrifice of the Scarlet Witch, Alison 
decided to fully focus on becoming an X-Man and honoring 
the memory of Wanda Maximoff. Alison's "hard light" 
projections provided a valuable asset to the X-Men, helping them 
in simulation training.

AFFILIATIONS DISTINCTIONS (d8 or d4 + 1 PP)
 d6 Solo Driven Diva
 d8 Buddy Flawless Performer
d10 Team Missing the Spotlight

SPECIALTIES (Expert as d8 or 2d6; Master as d10 or 2d8 or 3d6)
 d8 Pop Star
 d8 X-Men Training (combat)

PHOTO-TECHNICS
Dazzler can convert sound into light.

d10 Light Projection

SFX: Blinded by the Light - Activate an opportunity to blind a 
target (d8 complication).

SFX: Use Your Illusion - Dazzler can create photo-realistic 
illusions that are limited only by her imagination. An illusion 

is an insubstantial asset or complication that 
lasts for as long as she maintains her 
concentration. If Dazzler takes stress, the 
illusion disappears unless you spend 1 PP to 
maintain it.
Add a d6 to your die pool and step up your effect 
die when creating an illusion.

SFX: Broad Spectrum (unlockable 10 XP) - You may 
target multiple opponents. For each additional 
target, add 1d6 to your action pool and keep one 
additional effect die.

SFX: "Hard Light" - Step back your effect die 
when creating an illusion to make it solid.

SFX: Ray of Light - Dazzler can deliver laster 
blasts that originate from herself or one of her 
illusions.

SFX: No Limit! - Dazzler is immune to her own 
power and to sonic effects. If she is targeted by 
a sonic effect, she may create a free stunt die. 

Limit: Conscious Activation - Shutdown PHOTO-
TECHNICS if Dazzler is unconscious. Recover when 
she regains consciousness.

Limit: The Sound of Silence - Dazzler's illusions 
make no sound.

In the absense of sound (a d6 or better complication) step down 
Light Projection each time that Dazzler uses PHOTO-TECHNICS.

MILESTONES
Demagogue
 1 XP when you act on your emotions rather than rational thought 
or inspire another to do the same.
 3 XP when you or your follower's rash action results in 
significant unintended consequences such as trauma, or a 
persistent asset/complication.
10 XP when you either learn to work within your team without 
letting your heart overrule your head OR when leave your team to 
start one of your own, ruled by your passions and characterized 
by your zealotry.

Vengeful
 1 XP when you threaten another in the name of either a dead ally 
or an ally that has been stressed out during the current scene.
 3 XP when an ally dies.
10 XP when you defeat an opponent responsible for the death of an 
ally.



GAMBIT (Remy LeBeau)
 

BACKGROUND
Remy LeBeau is a mutant who was trained to be the leader of 
the Thieves Guild. Abandoned at birth due to his burning 
red eyes, the child who would one day become Remy LeBeau 
was kidnapped from his hospital ward by members of the New 
Orleans Thieves Guild who referred to the child as "le 
diable blanc" - the white devil. They believed he was the 
child that had been prophesied to unite the warring Guilds. 
Soon after, Remy was placed in the care of a gang of street 
thieves who raised the child and taught him the ways of 
thievery.

Gambit first met the X-Men while they were fighting some of 
Apocalypse' Infinite soldiers. Gambit saw the Infinite's 
leader, Havok, attempting to kill Magneto but intercepted 
the blast. Magneto invited Gambit to join the X-Men and the 
two became close friends.

Gambit became romantically involved with his teammate Rogue 
and even wanted to marry her. However, on the night he 
planned to propose, he saw Rogue kissing Magneto who had found a 
way to shut down her absorbing powers. Moments later, an agent of 
Apocalypse called Wolverine attacked the X-Men and badly injured 
both Gambit and Magneto. Rogue saved Magneto first and then 
Gambit second.

AFFILIATIONS DISTINCTIONS (d8 or d4 + 1 PP)
d10 Solo Love Lost
 d6 Buddy A Prince Among Thieves
 d8 Team Ragin' Cajun

SPECIALTIES (Expert as d8 or 2d6; Master as d10 or 2d8 or 3d6)
 d8 Expert Acrobat
d10 Martial Artist (combat)
d10 New Orleans Thieves Guild (covert, crime)

UNLEASH POTENTIAL ENERGY
Gambit can convert the potential energy of any object that he 
touches into kinetic energy.

 d4 Deck of Cards (Limit: Gear)
 d6 Telescoping Staff (Limit: Gear)
 d8 Enhanced Reflexes
d10 Psychic Resistance

SFX: Blank Slate - Gambit's Psychic Resistance allows him to 
avoid detection by psionic powers.

SFX: Charm - When engaged in conversation, Gambit may step down 
and then double one die in his action pool before rolling.

SFX: Explosive Potential (Unlockable 10 XP) - Gambit 
may convert a physical object that he touches into a 
bomb that explodes in the following round.

SFX: Full House - Shut down Deck of Cards to attack 
multiple targets. For each additional target, add a 
d6 to the doom pool and keep an additional effect 
die. Spend 1 PP or take an action against the doom 
pool to recover Deck of Cards.

SFX: Kinetic Strike - When using a physical object to 
make an attack action, Gambit may step up one effect 
die. 

Limit: It Takes Time... - The more massive an object 
is, the longer it takes to convert all of it's 
potential energy.
Asset Time
d4/d6 Instantaneous. 
d8 1 round.
d10 2 rounds.
d12 3 rounds.

Limit: Objects & Gear Only. Gambit cannot affect the potential 
energy of any living creatures except himself.

MILESTONES
Betrayed
 1 XP when you are alone with an agent of Apocalypse.
 3 XP when you allow an agent of Apocalypse to gain significant 
leverage for blackmail OR when you declare that you have a 
significant grudge against an ally.
10 XP when you betray an ally to either Apocalypse or his 
Horseman OR when you defy either Apocalypse or his Horseman in 
person rather than betray your comrades.

Survival of the Fittest
 1 XP when you win a reaction roll.
 3 XP when you choose to enter a fight that could have been 
avoided while in pursue of your goals.
10 XP when you battle a Horseman and the Horseman either inflicts 
trauma upon you OR you stress the Horseman out.



NIGHTCRAWLER (Kurt Darkholme)

BACKGROUND
In the form of a German noblewoman, the 
shape-shifting mutant Mystique married Baron 
Christian Wagner. Meanwhile, Mystique had an 
affair with the mysterious Azazel from La 
Isla des Demonas and became pregnant with 
their child. Azazel told Mystique to raise 
their child as if it were the Count's. A 
heartbroken Raven agreed and, while Christian 
did become suspicious as to the baby's 
paternity, his sudden "accidental" death 
ensured no one else heard his suspicions.

Nightcrawler had a strained relationship with 
his mother Mystique. He also had a scarring 
experience that made him despise organized 
religion. Ultimately, Kurt was one of the 
many mutants who joined Magneto's rebel band known as the X-Men 
who sought to stop Apocalypse's dominion of the world. He often 
acted as the go-between in the X-Men's dealings with Mystique, 
whose friend Destiny could foresee the future.

AFFILIATIONS DISTINCTIONS (d8 or d4 + 1 PP)
d10 Solo Demonic Ancestry
 d8 Buddy Ruthless Negotiator
 d6 Team Cruel Humor

SPECIALTIES (Expert as d8 or 2d6; Master as d10 or 2d8 or 3d6)
d10 Circus Acrobat
d10 Master Swordsman (combat)

BLOOD OF AZAZEL
Nightcrawler is the scion of a self-professed devil.

 d8 Brimstone Teleport
d10 Superhuman Reflexes
 d8 Night-vision (enhanced senses)
 d8 Sword (Limit: Gear)
 d6 Wall-Crawl

SFX: Baleful Teleport (Unlockable 10 XP) - On an exceptional 
success in an attack action, instead of stepping up the effect 
die you may spend 1 PP to amputate a limb or appendage as 
Nightcrawler teleports out of reach. The target is immediately 
stressed out or, if it already had trauma, it dies. 

SFX: Prehensile Tail - Nightcrawler can use his tail to crudely 
manipulate small objects. The tail is strong enough to support 
his weight.

SFX: Fuzzy Blue Elf - Nightcrawler coloring provides 
natural camouflage in the shadows (d8 Invisible).

SFX: Group Teleport - Step up Nightcrawler's physical 
stress to bring up to 3 allies he touches with him as he 
teleports.

SFX: Teleporting Strike - You may spend 1 PP to prevent 
the target from using a specific power trait in their 
reaction to you.

Limit: Line of Sight - When teleporting to a location 
beyond his line of sight, step up Nightcrawler's physical 
stress. Nightcrawler is limited to destinations within 2 
miles where he has already been.

Limit: Exhaustion - Nightcrawler cannot teleport if he is 
stressed out.

Limit: Brimstone Dimension - When Nightcrawler teleports, 
he instantaneously traverses the Brimstone Dimension. This act is 
accompanied by a quiet *bamf* and the stench of hot sulfer at 
both his origin and destination, betraying his position.

MILESTONES
Vengeful
 1 XP when you threaten another in the name of either a dead ally 
or an ally that has been stressed out during the current scene.
 3 XP when an ally dies.
10 XP when you defeat an opponent responsible for the death of an 
ally.

Xavier's Dream
 1 XP when you prevent a mutant from killing a human.
 3 XP when you vehemently argue for or against Xavier's dream of 
peaceful coexistence between human and mutant-kind.
10 XP when you make a significant sacrifice to protect Xavier's 
dream or when you ultimately reject his philosophy, believing 
that mutants are inherently superior to 'flatscans'.



ROGUE (Anna Marie Lehnsherr)

BACKGROUND
Mystique found Rogue wandering the countryside 
in Alabama. She had apparently gotten into a 
fight with a fellow mutant named Polaris and 
absorbed her memories and powers. How or why 
this happened is unknown but the absorption of 
Polaris’ memories left Rogue with no knowledge 
of her own past.

On the same day Rogue was delivered to the X-
Men's Wundagore base, the X-Men were called 
away to prevent the Horsemen of Apocalypse 
from gaining control of the United States’ 
nuclear arsenal. Magneto left Rogue and his 
other young mutant charges in the care of his 
daughter, the Scarlet Witch. Unknown to 
Magneto, Apocalypse planned to unleash his 
newest weapon, his son Nemesis on Magneto’s 
unprotected charges.

Nemesis attacked and Scarlet Witch fought to save the young 
mutants, including Rogue. She succeeded and fought Nemesis off 
but it cost Scarlet Witch her life. As she lay dying, she asked 
Rogue to care for her father and be a friend to him in the trying 
times that would come.

Rogue moved her way up the ranks and became one of Magneto's most 
trusted X-Men. Rogue became romantically involved with the X-Man 
Gambit. Meanwhile, Rogue was also spending a great deal of time 
with Magneto. She was initially only keeping her promise to the 
Scarlet Witch, but Rogue’s feelings began to grow stronger. 

AFFILIATIONS DISTINCTIONS (d8 or d4 + 1 PP)
 d6 Solo Untouchable
 d8 Buddy Fiery Temper
d10 Team (see Limit: Uncontrollable)

SPECIALTIES (Expert as d8 or 2d6; Master as d10 or 2d8 or 3d6)
 d8 X-Men Training (combat)

POWER ABSORPTION
Rogue can absorb the powers and memories of any person she 
touches.

d12 Mimic

Limit: Skin Contact - Traits and SFX from POWER ABSORPTION only 
work if Rogue can make skin-to-skin contact.

Limit: Uncontrollable - Rogue cannot prevent herself from 
absorbing the powers or memories of a person with whom she makes 
skin contact--she must take action against the doom pool. If 
Rogue succeeds, she may create an asset representing a single 
power trait or specialty belonging to the target. If Rogue fails, 
she creates a resource that copies one power set and all 
specialties belonging to the target.
In either case, Rogue gains one of the target's distinctions at 
random until the asset or resource expires and, if the target of 
Rogue's power suffers from mental or emotional stress or trauma, 
Rogue steps up her stress for the corresponding type.
An asset or resource created using POWER ABSORPTION is moved to 
the doom pool when it would expire. The asset die may not exceed 
the lower of your effect die or the die of the targeted power 
trait.

SFX: Power Absorption - If Rogue succeeds in an attack action 
against a target, she may create an asset representing a single 
power trait or specialty belonging to the target without rolling 
against the doom pool.

POLARIS TEMPLATE
Rogue has permanently absorbed the powers and memories of Lorna 
Dane (Polaris), who could manipulate magnetic forces.

 d8 Electromagnetic Control

SFX: Sub-Sonic Flight

SFX: Enhanced Strength - Rogue has learned to use her acquired 
power to increase her strength.

SFX: Enhanced Durability - Rogue has learned to use her acquired 
power to increase her durability.

SFX: Unleashed - Rogue may step up her emotional stress double 
Electromagnetic Control for one action. If the action fails, add 
a d8 to the doom pool.

SFX: Barrier - Rogue can create an electromagnetic barrier above 
her epidermis, preventing skin contact in casual situations.

Limit: Conscious Activation.

NEW TEMPLATE(Unlockable 15 xp)

SFX: Soul Siphon - You permanently gain a Power Set from one 
target you stress out in the same action in which you used POWER 
ABSORPTION.
 



MILESTONES
Demagogue
 1 XP when you act on your emotions rather than rational thought 
or inspire another to do the same.
 3 xp when you or your follower's rash action results in 
significant unintended consequences such as trauma, or a 
persistent asset/complication.
10 XP when you either learn to work within your team without 
letting your heart overrule your head OR when leave your team to 
start one of your own, ruled by your passions and characterized 
by your zealotry.

Xavier's Dream
 1 XP when you prevent a mutant from killing a human.
 3 XP when you vehemently argue for or against Xavier's dream of 
peaceful coexistence between human and mutant-kind.
10 XP when you make a significant sacrifice to protect Xavier's 
dream or when you ultimately reject his philosophy, believing 
that mutants are inherently superior to 'flatscans'.



SABRETOOTH (Victor Creed)

BACKGROUND
Victor Creed was one of the first mutants recruited by Apocalypse 
when he began his take-over of North America. A member of the 
Horsemen of Apocalypse, Sabertooth was dispatched with the other 
Horsemen to attack Cape Citadel. After the Horsemen secured the 
facility, Sabertooth was shocked when he learned that his master 
intended to launch the nuclear warheads. His fellow Horsemen 
subdued Sabretooth until the X-Men, on their inaugural mission, 
came to stop them. Sabretooth was released in order to fight in 
the battle, but he was defeated in combat against Weapon X 
(Logan).

Sabretooth joined with the mutant rebels  and remained a mainstay 
with the X-Men, always with Wild Child at his side, as Apocalypse 
continued to overrun North America.

AFFILIATIONS DISTINCTIONS (d8 or d4 + 1 PP)
 d6 Solo Former Horseman of the Apocalype
 d8 Buddy A Predator's Nature
d10 Team Unlikely Mentor

SPECIALTIES (Expert as d8 or 2d6; Master as d10 or 2d8 or 3d6)
 d8 Menace Expert
d10 Veteran Soldier (combat & covert master)

BESTIAL MUTANT
Sabretooth displays animalistic features and behaviours.

 d8 Fangs/Claws
 d8 Enhanced Strength
 d8 Enhanced Reflexes
d10 Super-Senses
d12 God-Like Stamina

SFX: Healing Factor - Spend 1 PP to 
recover all physical stress and to step 
down Sabretooth's physical trauma.

SFX: Berserker - Sabretooth may borrow a 
die from the doom pool to include in an 
attack action. After the action, step up 
and return the borrowed die.

SFX: Scent - Sabretooth can track them by 
scent.

Limit: Bloodlust - Despite his reformation, Sabretooth still 

suffers from a powerful bloodlust that threatens to take over 
him. If Sabretooth would be stressed out due to mental stress, 
remove that stress and this limit becomes a d12 complication. 
Until the complication is removed:

• Sabretooth must attack when he is able to.
• When Sabretooth makes an attack, he must target at least 

one ally. For each ally he attacks, he may add an 
additional d6 to his pool and keep one extra effect die.

WILD CHILD (unlockable 15 xp)
Feral companion.

 d8 Fangs/Claws

SFX: Pack Tactics - During an attack action, you may keep an 
extra effect die. 
During a reaction, you don't have to spend a PP to use your 
effect die to inflict stress.

SFX: A Simple Errand - Shutdown WILD CHILD to send him on a 
simple errand. This task must be one that could be performed by a 
trained beast or a young child. Take action against the Doom Pool 
to recover.

Limit: Feral Mind - Shutdown WILD CHILD if Sabretooth has taken 
emotional stress since his last turn. Recover when Sabretooth 
inflicts stress.

MILESTONES
Sacrifice
 1 XP when suffer stress or a loss in pursuit of another 
Milestone or your team's current objective.
 3 XP when you take trauma in pursuit of another Milestone or in 
pursuit of your team's current objective.
10 XP when you die either to save the life of another or to 
achieve your team's current objective OR when you deliberatly 
allow another to die in order complete another Milestone when you 
could have prevented that death.

Survival of the Fittest
 1 XP when you win a reaction roll.
 3 XP when you choose to enter a fight that could have been 
avoided while in pursue of your goals.
10 XP when you battle a Horseman and the Horseman either inflicts 
trauma upon you OR you stress the Horseman out.


